Certification
Being Adaptive Certified validates your
proficiency with Adaptive products, elevates
your value within your organization, and
helps you drive further professional success.

“I’m looking forward to being
Adaptive Certified! I’ve experienced
so many benefits with Adaptive and
I really want to expand my skill set
and drive greater success for my
company.”
– Maria Manzano
Forecasting Manager, United Data Technologies

ADAPTIVE PLANNING

Certification Programs
Join the ranks of the Adaptive Certified and be recognized
as the Adaptive authority within your organization. You’ll
demonstrate your proven expertise and gain the confidence
to manage and grow your organization’s deployment. With
thousands of organizations already using Adaptive, being
Adaptive Certified provides a strong professional foundation
to grow your career and further success.

Certification Process
Adaptive Planning and Reporting certification is awarded
to those who pass three internet-based exams. Ongoing
education opportunities and annual re-certification ensure
that you’re always up to date with the newest features and
functionality.

To be Adaptive Planning Certified, you must pass two
exams. We recommend that you take the Adaptive
Planning Implementation training course and have at least
6 months of experience managing a Planning model. You
will be tested on foundational principles such as security
and roles, populating the model, and creating and maintaining versions, as well as other topics such as sheet
basics, formulas, performance, and more.

ADAPTIVE REPORTING
To be Adaptive Reporting Certified, you must pass one
exam. The Adaptive Reporting Design and Administration
class is the perfect foundation for this certification, which
covers matrix reports, modeled reports, calculations, attributes, formatting options, templates, and more.
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